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X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements and density functional theory (DFT) are
used to study the electronic conduction states in Gd5�Ge1�xSix�4 materials through the first-order bond-
breaking magnetostructural transition responsible for their giant magnetocaloric effect. Spin-dependent
hybridization between Ge 4p and Gd 5d conduction states, which XMCD senses through the induced
magnetic polarization in Ge ions, enables long-range Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida ferromagnetic
interactions between Gd 4f moments in adjacent Gd slabs connected by Ge(Si) bonds. These interactions
are strong below but weaken above the Ge(Si) bond-breaking transition that destroys 3D ferromagnetic
order.
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The family of giant magnetocaloric Gd5�Ge1�xSix�4
materials continues to attract considerable attention due
to its unusual magnetic properties and its potential for use
in magnetic refrigeration near room temperature [1–9].
Unlike adiabatic demagnetization of paramagnetic sub-
stances, where refrigeration is achieved by harnessing
changes in magnetic entropy alone, these materials display
a concomitant magnetostructural transition resulting in
comparable structural and magnetic entropy contributions
to the magnetocaloric effect [8]. The coupling with the
martensiticlike transition causes the usual second-order
paramagnetic (PM) to ferromagnetic (FM) transition to be-
come first order. In addition, a magnetic field applied near
the Curie temperature triggers the transition [8]. Both the
structural contribution to entropy and the first-order char-
acterof themagnetostructural transition lead to a giant mag-
netocaloric effect where adiabatic temperature changes as
high as �T � 16 K can be obtained in the vicinity of room
temperature in applied fields below 5 Tesla [3].

The magnetostructural phase transition involves large
shear displacements (�0:45 �A) of Gd-containing slabs
along the a direction of the orthorhombic unit cell, break-
ing the Ge(Si) covalent bonds that connect the slabs in the
b direction with the concomitant destruction of FM order-
ing (see Fig. 2 for a schematic view of the structure). It has
been hypothesized that the breaking of Ge(Si) bonds be-
tween the sheared slabs weakens the magnetic interslab
coupling [10]. In this Letter, we test and quantitatively
confirm that hypothesis with detailed first principles elec-
tronic structure calculations and corresponding element-
and orbital-specific x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) measurements. We show that a large hybridiza-
tion between Ge 4p orbitals and spin-polarized 5d orbitals
on Gd leads to a small net magnetization on Ge and a long-
range Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) indirect
FM exchange coupling [11] between 4f Gd moments in
adjacent Gd slabs. This coupling is significantly weakened

when the slabs shear at the bond-breaking transition, re-
sulting in destruction of FM order.

Polycrystalline samples used in this work were prepared
as described in Ref. [12]. The XMCD measurements were
done on fine powder samples embedded in a thermoplastic
resin that prevents particle rotation in applied magnetic
fields and ensures proper powder averaging (crystal struc-
ture [13] and magnetic response [10] are anisotropic). All
measurements were done in transmission geometry on
warming, with special care taken to account for hysteresis
in temperature and field cycles characteristic of the
first-order magnetic-martensitic transitions [3]. XMCD
measurements at the Ge K (1s! 4p transition at
11.103 keV) and Gd L3 (2p3=2 ! 5d transition at
7.243 keV) edges were performed to probe the magnetic
polarization of Ge 4p and Gd 5d states, respectively,
through the magnetostructural phase transition. The orbital
specificity of XMCD dictated by dipole selection rules [14]
provides a direct probe of polarization in the electronic
states responsible for the indirect exchange coupling
among localized Gd 4f moments [11,15]. The XMCD
spectra were obtained from measurements of the helicity-
dependent absorption as ��� ����=��0, where ��;�

are absorption coefficients for opposite x-ray helicity and
��0 is the absorption edge jump. For these measurements,
the polarization of synchrotron radiation from undulator
beamline 4-ID-D of the Advanced Photon Source was
converted from linear to circular using phase-retarder op-
tics [16]. The dichroism was measured by switching x-ray
helicity (12 Hz) at each energy point through the absorp-
tion edge and using a lock-in amplifier to detect the modu-
lation in the absorption coefficient at the switching
frequency [17]. All measurements were carried out for
two directions of the applied magnetic field, along and
opposite the incident photon wave vector k̂i, to check for
systematic errors in the XMCD signals. XMCD hysteresis
loops were used to ensure full reversal of magnetization.
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Figure 1 shows XMCD data at the Ge K and Gd L3

edges through the magnetostructural transition of x �
0:125, 0.5 samples. Raw data are shown for x � 0:5 in
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) although identical XMCD line shapes
were obtained for the x � 0:125 sample [18]. The inte-
grated XMCD signals normalized to their low-T saturation
values are shown in Fig. 1(c). For comparison, SQUID
bulk-magnetization data measured on polycrystalline
samples (H � 2 T) are also shown. The presence of sig-
nificant Ge K-edge XMCD signal indicates that the Ge 4p
states probed by this electronic transition carry magnetic
polarization. The helicity-independent absorption coeffi-
cient � � ��� ����=2, also shown in Fig. 1, shows that
these polarized states are located near the Fermi level, i.e.,
right at the onset of the photoelectric absorption process.
The magnitude of the Ge K-edge dichroism of �0:3% is
comparable to that measured at the K edges of Fe, Co, and
Ni metals [19]. However, as discussed below, the spin
polarization of Ge 4p states is induced by hybridization
with 5d states, not from on-site exchange as occurs for the
3d transition metals (Ge is 3d10). The induced nature of Ge
polarization is consistent with its strong coupling to the Gd
polarization: they follow the same temperature dependence
and disappear at the FM-PM, bond-breaking magneto-
structural transition.

The structural transition is probed by x-ray absorption
fine structure (XAFS) measurements [20] under the same

experimental conditions (H � 2 T). The GeK-edge XAFS
is very sensitive to the bond-breaking transition due to the
dramatic change in Ge-Ge(Si) distances connecting the Gd
slabs (�1 �A) [8]. This is especially the case for the x �
0:125 sample, where the transition between two ortho-
rhombic (O) polymorphs involves breaking of all slab-
connecting Ge(Si)-Ge(Si) bonds, whereas half of the slabs
remain connected at the O to monoclinic (M) transition for
x � 0:5 [3,13] (FM order occurs only when all slabs are
connected). The sudden loss of XAFS intensity in the
low-R region of the spectra containing Ge-Ge(Si) pair
correlations [arrow in Fig. 2(a)] is one of the signatures
of the bond-breaking transition which, on warming, is
centered at 80 K and 270 K for x � 0:125, 0.5 samples,
respectively [vertical lines in Fig. 1(c)]. XAFS modeling
using the known crystal structures [8,13,21] confirms the
nature of the transition. For example, the slab-connecting
Ge-Ge(Si) bonds change from a bonding distance of
2.67(1) Å to a nonbonding distance of 3.62(1) Å for x �
0:125. The modeling uses FEFF6.0 standards [22], a
weighted average of contributions from the three inequi-
valent Ge sites, and a random occupation of Ge=Si sites
[8,23].

FIG. 1 (color online). Top panel: Gd L3 and Ge K edge-jump
normalized XMCD data for x � 0:5 at H � 2 T. The helicity-
independent absorption coefficient (scaled to fit) is shown with
solid lines. Results from DFT calculations are superimposed
(dashed lines). At this field XMCD is half its saturation value,
and calculations were scaled accordingly. Lower panel: tempera-
ture dependence of Ge and Gd XMCD signals together with
SQUID bulk-magnetization data (H � 2 T) for x � 0:125, 0.5
samples. Vertical dashed lines indicate the centroids of the bond-
breaking structural transition.

FIG. 2 (color online). Far right: schematic of the structure
showing slab-connecting Ge(Si)-Ge(Si) bonds. Gd also occupies
sites at the slabs’ edges and Ge(Si) also occupies sites near the
center of the slabs [3]. (a) Magnitude of complex Fourier trans-
form (FT) of Ge K-edge XAFS data in the k � �2; 13� �A�1 range
for x � 0:125 (lines) and representative fits (points) using the
known low temperature (LT) and high temperature (HT) crystal
structures [21]. k is photoelectron wave number. Peaks in the FT
are shifted toward shorter distances by � 0:35 �A due to photo-
electron scattering phase shifts. Vertical lines delimit the fitted
region with corresponding back-Fourier transformed data and
fits shown in (b). A large misfit is obtained when short (long)
bonds are forced to be present in HT (LT) phases (dashed lines).
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To gain insight into the origin of induced magnetic
polarization in Ge and to assess the importance of RKKY
interactions in mediating interslab magnetic coupling, we
carried out full potential linearized augmented plane wave
(LAPW) calculations using the local density approxima-
tion approach with Gd 4f electrons treated as core states
[24]. The calculations were performed using the x � 0:5
crystal structure [13] with Ge atoms occupying the slab-
connecting sites (T0 sites in Ref. [13] and labeled Ge1;2 in
Fig. 3) and Si atoms occupying intraslab sites. The Ge1;2

sites are equivalent in the O phase but are inequivalent in
the M phase where every second slab is shifted. The
calculations are for T � 0 K, with FM order imposed on
both structures in order to investigate the link with mag-
netism. The calculations do find the FM O phase lower in
total energy than the FM M phase (experimentally, FM
order is only found in the O phase). We note that full
occupation of T0 sites by Si yields insignificant changes
in Gd magnetism in the O phase [9]. Experimentally,
occupation of Ge=Si sites is nearly random [13].

Figure 3 shows spin-density contour maps (left panel)
arising from states between �1:5 eV and the Fermi level
(0 eV) for each structure. This energy region is where the
most dramatic changes occur in the electronic structure as
a result of the structural transition. The important Ge 4p
and Gd 5d projected density of states (DOS) are shown in
the right panel of Fig. 3 for slab-connecting Ge2 sites and
the nearest Gd sites at the slab’s edge (Gd2 and Gd2B sites
in Ref. [13] for O and M phases, respectively). There are
much smaller changes in the unoccupied states above the
Fermi level. Indeed, the total charge inside each muffin-tin
sphere changes little, indicating that most rearrangements
of wave functions and energy levels occur among the
occupied states. For example, the average Gd 5d charge
is 1.27 (1.24) electrons in the O (M) structure. The average

spin moment on the 5d orbitals, however, changes from
0:41�B in theO phase to 0:29�B in theM phase. The DOS
plots clearly demonstrate a strong spin-dependent hybrid-
ization between Ge 4p and Gd 5d states. The stronger
hybridization for spin-down states is due to Gd 5d spin-
down states being more extended (spin-up states are lower
in energy because of their exchange interaction with the
occupied 4f orbitals) [25]. This hybridization is the basis
for the observed induced polarization at Ge sites. The good
agreement between calculated and measured XMCD at Gd
L3 and Ge K edges (Fig. 1), even for such subtle polariza-
tion on Ge 4p states at T0 sites (Sz � �0:033�B, Lz �
�0:00025�B), validates the electronic structure calcula-
tions in the O phase [26]. Since K-edge XMCD is propor-
tional to dhLzi=dE, with hLzi the orbital moment in Ge 4p
states [27], Fig. 1(b) indicates a significant variation in the
orbital polarization of Ge 4p states with energy, but an
integrated orbital moment near zero, in agreement with the
calculations.

The Ge-Ge bond-breaking accompanying the slabs’
shear displacement is the primary structural change and
the cause of the dramatic changes in the spin density and
DOS shown in Fig. 3. The intraslab distances change little
[3], and the same is true for the spin density within the
slabs. The Ge-Ge bond between the slabs is quite strong in
the O structure, only about 10% longer than in elemental
Ge (diamond structure). The 4p charge density halfway
between the bonded Ge atoms is 0.051 e=a3

0 compared to
0.074 e=a3

0 for pure Ge (a0 is Bohr radius). In the M
structure the charge density is 0.019 e=a3

0 as a result of
the weakened bond.

To confidently relate the significant changes in elec-
tronic structure to the FM ordering of 4f moments we
evaluated the changes expected in the RKKY interslab
4f-4f exchange coupling. This coupling arises from the

FIG. 3 (color). Left panel: spin-density contour plots of the (a, b, 0.5) plane for O and M structures (x � 0:5). The atoms are slightly
off the plane (about 0.28 Å for Ge2 in the M structure). The distance between Ge2 atoms is about 2.6 Å and 3.5 Å in O and M
structures, respectively. The spin density (in e=a3

0 units, a0 Bohr radius) includes states extending from �1:5 eV to 0 eV (EF). Right
panel: projected density of 4p states at bond-breaking Ge2 sites and 5d states on the nearest Gd site at the slab’s edge (	2:5 �A off the
plane in contour plots). Hatched regions show the spin-down states that develop in the M structure.
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conduction band wave functions having an exchange in-
teraction with the local 4f moments. Since the 5d compo-
nent of the wave function has the largest exchange
interaction with the 4f electrons [25], the relative strength
of FM exchange coupling between Gd atoms at sites i and j
can be evaluated using Jij�q � 0� /

P
khP5di kjP5dj ki,

where  k are conduction band wave functions, P5di k their
5d component on site i, q � 0 the wave vector for FM
order, and the sum is over states near the Fermi level. It can
be seen that if a wave function is to contribute to the 4f-4f
exchange coupling it must have significant Gd-5d compo-
nents on both site i and site j. If i and j are on neighboring
slabs, then the 5d-4p hybridization allows the Ge-Ge link
between the slabs to facilitate hybridized wave functions
with enhanced Gd-5d components on both sites. Direct
5d-5d overlap between sites in neighboring slabs, on the
other hand, is negligible. We used the expression above to
estimate the relative strengths of intermoment coupling in
the two structures. We find that the Jij for pairs of Gd atoms
across disconnected slabs are 	20% reduced compared to
the Jij for pairs across connected slabs. The Jij for pairs of
Gd atoms within the slabs are much less affected by the
structural transition. The results not only explain the dis-
appearance of FM order at the bond-breaking transition,
but also help understand the emergence of FM order in
Gd5Ge4 when interslab, Ge-Ge bonds are formed upon the
application of magnetic fields [8] or high pressures [28].

In summary, the spin-dependent hybridization between
Ge 4p and Gd 5d conduction states in Gd5�Ge1�xSix�4
alloys is modified by the bond-breaking magnetostructural
transition reducing the net Gd 5d moment and the strength
of FM RKKYexchange coupling across sheared slabs. The
magnetic polarization at Ge sites is rooted in this hybrid-
ization and the agreement between XMCD experiment and
theory validates our description of magnetization density,
albeit only in the O FM state. The results highlight the
delicate interplay between structure and magnetism which
is at the core of the magnetocaloric effect displayed by this
important class of materials.
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